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Adaptive Control of FPGA
Computation with Thermal
Feedback

High performance applications implemented with FPGAs can generate
more heat than what their package can dissipate. This article overviews
thermal results obtained from programming applications into a Xilinx Virtex
FPGA. It also describes how a thermally adaptive computational
mechanism was implemented that modulates the frequency to an FPGA
circuit as a function of the temperature of the device. Both simple
benchmark circuits and a more complex image processing circuit were
implemented using the Synplicity® Synplify® Pro tool.
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Figure 1. Experimentation Setup
FPGA Thermal Characterization
The structure of a basic benchmark circuit used to generate circuits that
uniformly generated heat across an FPGA is shown in Figure 2. This circuit
was complied from VHDL that included Relative Location (RLOC)
constraints using the Synplify Pro software. The RLOC constraints allowed
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the precise placement of Lookup Table (LUT) and Delay Flip/Flop (DFF)
components uniformly across the device and allowed us to systematically
scale this computational structure to create benchmark circuits that
consume increasing amounts of power. Careful placement of the
components allowed us to built benchmark circuits that consumed nearly
100% of the FPGA logic resources and operated at a frequency of 400
MHz. [FPL’06].

Figure 2: Basic Structure of Thermal Benchmark Circuits
Thermally Adaptive Computing Mechanism
We implemented the thermally adaptive computing mechanism using the
FPX platform [EHW’01]. Figure 3 shows the relevant components of the
FPX and the major components of our thermal feedback controller. We
configured our benchmark application circuit into the VirtexE-2000 FPGA
on the FPX platform called the Reconfigurable Application Device (RAD).
We programmed the Thermal Feedback Frequency Controller into the
VirtexE-600 FPGA on the FPX platform called the Network Interface Device
(NID).
We used a MAX-1618 analog sensor to monitor the current passing
through the thermal diode on the RAD. The digitized value of the
temperature was monitored by the Thermal Feedback controller on the NID
which in turn controlled the frequency of the application circuit that ran on
the RAD.

Figure 3: Modules on the FPX for Thermally Adaptive Computing
Our thermal feedback controller modulated a frequency multiplexer signal
that provided the application circuit with either a slow clock (1X) or a fast
clock (4x). As the junction temperature on the RAD changed, the feedback
control circuit compared the value to an upper and lower temperature
threshold programmed into the registers on the NID. Thresholds were
chosen so as to maintain a target average temperature on the RAD within a
tight bound. When the temperature hit the upper temperature, the
frequency was decreased but when the temperature fell below the lower
threshold, the frequency was increased by a factor of 4. By operating our
circuit exactly at the highest-possible safe temperature, our circuit was able
to achieve maximum computational performance.
Results
We first tested the simple benchmark circuits, we determined that the Xilinx
VirtexE-2000 device used in our study without a heatsink exceeded it’s
thermal shut down threshold when: over 50% of the logic resources were
fully utilized, the FPGA was operated at 100 MHz, and the circuit data
forced data transitions on every clock cycle [FPL’06].
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We next implemented a complex image processing application. Careful
placement of logic enabled us to pack 20% more logic into the FPGA as
compared to a placement that did not use RLOC constraints. The circuit
achieved timing closure so as to enable operating the application at over
100 Megahertz, but was not able to sustain that performance with certain
data patterns that caused a large number of transitions. The circuit would
overheat with certain data patterns that caused a large number of
transitions within the device.
By using the thermal feedback controller to modulate the application
circuit’s frequency as a function of junction temperature, the resulting image
processing application circuit was able to outperform a non-adaptive
application that only used a fixed thermal shutdown threshold by a factor of
2.4. Details of the experiments are provided in a full-length paper that
appears in the Field Programmable Technology conference [FPT’06].
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